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Individual subjects: 2016/2017
RE

Reading

Writing

Is taught through our scheme 'Come and
Reading is the key to success for all
Most of our writing is taught through
See'. We learn about other World Faiths and our children. We focus on individual,
our topic and RE work. Grammar is
have daily opportunities for prayer and
group or class reading and it is a
taught as a separate lesson and through
reflection. RE is also an opportunity to
mixture of phonics, key words and
our writing and RE and topic work.
practice writing and reading skills
comprehension. Skills are taught
There are weekly spellings and
and practised.
handwriting practice sessions.

Maths

Science

History

We teach all aspects of mathematics and
have a calculation policy which sets out the
methods we teach. Children learn their
tables up to 12 x 12

Our Science lessons are based on a
scheme called Snap Science and
with reference to the document
‘maintaining curiosity’. This means
that investigation is an important
part of our science lessons.

Our history is taught through our topics.
In Key Stage 2 we cover the Mayas, the
Stone Age, the Romans, the Anglo
Saxons. In Key Stage 1 we learn about
the Great Fire of London and Neil
Armstrong.

Geography

Modern Foreign Languages

Art

Some of our geography is taught through
our topics. The rest is taught through the
adventures of our school Bear 'Columbus
Ted Harris'

We teach French in Years 3 to 6. In
Years 1 and 2 we concentrate on
acquiring really good skills in
English.

Art is taught through our topics and RE.
Children develop their drawing and
sketching skills and they have the
opportunity to learn about famous
artists.

Design technology

IT

PE

This is taught through our topics. Cookery is
taught separately but is sometimes linked to
our topics.

Our IT lessons cover both ‘coding’
and office skills such as word,
spread sheets, power point etc

We use a scheme called Primary PE
Planning and this ensures we cover all
aspects of the PE curriculum. We also
offer extra PE lessons during the day for
children who are less confident. Martial
Arts is also taught in Key Stage 2

